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AHSC Announcements - Oct 01, 2015

Announcements

Genetics and Genomics Grand Rounds- October 8th

SIGN UP NOW - MELANOMA WALK’15!

REMINDER! AMES/OMSE Teaching Scholars Program - Application extended until Friday!
AMES/OMSE Teaching Scholars Program - Apply online now! Application deadline EXTENDED to Friday, Oct. 2, 2015 - Attend one of the Q&A Sessions...

College of Medicine - Tucson Announcements

Deadline Extended - Teaching Awards Nominations

Deadline Extension - AMES Grants for Medical Education Research

Conferences/Symposiums

Native Voices in the Southwest Conference - Oct. 13, 2015
Events

TLA Invention to Impact Workshop

COM - Phoenix: Department of Basic Medical Sciences Seminar Series

Physiology Forum

Physiology Forum

Grand Rounds

Cardiology Grand Rounds - Friday, Oct. 9, 2015
Eric Olson, MD, from the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, presents: New Strategies for Heart Regeneration and Repair

Seminars/Lectures

Visiting Scholar Special Seminar - Thursday, Oct. 8 at 12PM

Tomorrow! IMB Seminar - John Davies - Friday, Oct. 2, 2015

Town Hall